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Abstract
Architecture has been wrought by modernism since the beginning of the 20th century. Now a day’s people are
seen over-involved in the present moment, likely to focus only on the newest novelty, up-to-the-minute
advancement and on the verge of ignoring the past. The Islamic architecture that developed in Bangladesh
possesses an eccentricity, owns a distinct implication of this deltaic land and has shown uniqueness in effective
use of available materials in adornment. Nevertheless, the question is: Is there any traditional inspiration or
impact enduring on the modernist philosophies or the futuristic design ideas. In this research an investigation was
conducted on some selected Pre-Mughal, Mughal, Colonial and Modern mosques of Bangladesh. Mosques
having precious and research worthy ornamentation, surface decoration and materials have been selected for this
research. Several field visits have been conducted and a good number of photographs of the mosques have been
taken for the study. Some of these have been presented in this paper. Some secondary sources such as interview
of experts, books, journal articles, encyclopedias, photographs have been consulted for this study .The aim of this
study is to draw attention on the issue that after thousands of years, the traditional approach residue remarkably
in the modern mosque architecture of Bangladesh. Traditional wisdom has increased the possibilities for artistic
expression. This research reveals that contemporary mosque architecture of Bangladesh shows a historical
immovability that proceeds with a distinction.
Keywords: Mosque architecture, Contemporary Bangladesh, Modernity, Traditional acumen.

1 Introduction
In the context of Bengal, mosque architecture is influenced by texture of material, ornamentation and surface
decoration through the evolution of period. Mosque architecture has been introduced into Indian subcontinent at
the very beginning of 13th century. Structural idea, materials and its functionality played a vital role in that era
and beyond. Besides these, integrated process of standard materials, skilled labor, innovative idea and socioeconomic as well as geographical factors played an important part for mosque architecture. In mosque
architecture plain surface to utmost decorative surfaces flourished by different inhabitants, rulers in different
period. At present ongoing modernization makes ground for change. Modern Architecture is a kind of
architecture that has led to simplification of appearance. It also incorporates the practice of the idea and
organization of a building to form highly attractive structures. On the other hand, solemn use of the familiar
symbolic forms of a particular culture of a particular people in a particular place denotes traditional architecture.
In contemporary times, the architects, because of being educated in modern style are now taking attempts to the
holistic approach, minimalism, dramatic light and shadow, perspective view etc. This paper reveals that
traditional ornamentation and texture in spaces are still present in spite of focusing on the overall idea and
concept and simplicity of forms.
2 Impression of Early Islamic/ Pre Mughal, Mughal and British Colonial Period
Islam was a direct component of Turko-Persian culture in Indian subcontinent (Balabanlilar, 2007). But in
Bengal, Islamic period involves a different dynamics mainly because of cultural identity of people and its geo-
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climatic settings. Due to the lack of easy availability of stone within short distance, the mosques were dominated
by brick masonry and molded terracotta made out of fine textured soil for the purpose of surface decoration.
The influence of structural elements can be seen in texture. Dome was introduced in mosque architecture by the
Persians. The transition from square base to the dome is attained by either squinch arch or pendentive (Hasan,
1971). (Figure 1). This transitional zone of the dome has given mosque a beautiful texture.

Figure 1. Dome structure and squinch system in Bagha Mosque, Rajshahi, Bangladesh
There is an influence of local artists and craftsmen. Muslim terracotta art is delicately carved with floral and
geometrical patterns. But lotus, bell, chain and bell (Figure 2) and intertwining leaves and foliage (Figure 3)
which is obviously Buddhist in origin can also be seen (Havell 1927). The panel decoration (Figure 4) also
reflected the Bengali villager’s structural feature like the close set paneling, plaited grass huts (Wadia 1938)
(Figure 5). It can be said that Muslim art is the evidence of the mutual exchange of artistic ideas between Bengal
and Persia. The structural feature of the Bengali villager's plaited grass huts is also reflected in the close-set
panel-decoration since the people of Bengal take the inspiration for decoration from the landscape of Bangladesh
(Wadia 1938). However, Muslim art is the evidence of the mutual exchange of artistic ideas between different
cultural people.

Figure 2. Gorar Mosque, Barobazar

Figure 4. Atiya Mosque, Tangail,
Bangladesh

Figure 3. Bagha Mosque, Rajshahi.

Figure 5. plaited grass hut of Bangladesh
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Figure 7. Sura Mosque,
Dinajpur, Bangladesh

Figure 8. Sona Masjid,
Chapainawabgonj, Bangladesh

Figure 9:Kherua Mosque,
Sherpur

Bengal has taken the technique of using polychrome tile which is called chinnitikri in Persia (Khan 1963).
Chinnitikri is very graceful and well-toned coloring tiles. These tiles were very skillfully used to adorn the bare
walls of mosque. The evidences of chinnitikri from this period cannot be found anymore. Only some evidences
can be seen in Lattan mosque (Figure 6).
Use of turrets can also be seen in the corner of the mosques. Most of the time these turrets were used only for
adornment, not for any functional reasons (Figure 7 and 9). These turrets were used to create the monumentality
of the form.
Stone cutter’s art can also be seen in ornamentation (Figure 8). During the Hossain Shahi period the stone
cutter’s art was thoroughly practiced, as wall of gates and mosques were adorned with stone. Surah mosque
(Figure 7) is an example of using a combination of terracotta and stone for surface decoration.
Another characteristic feature is the application of gilding to domes and other parts of the structures. The domes
were actually gilded and surface was ornamented in the way that under the rays of the sun or moon it looked like
a mosque entirely of gold (Abid n. d.). That’s why this mosque was named Sona masjid (Golden Mosque)
(Figure 8). But now the gilding does not exist anymore. These domes are now the silent witness of lost pride of
the golden age of Bengal.
Therefore, in the Sultanate period mosques, two types of influences can be seen; one is overseas influence and
another one is traditional influence. Moreover, this traditional with overseas influence created a new practice for
Mughal period.
The Mughals followed the homogenous style which was followed in the in the Sultani mosque (Hasan, P. 1984).
Bulbous domes can be seen in Mughal mosque. Plastered wall is a typical feature of Mughal architecture of
Bengal. Mughal mosques are simply ornamented by plaster in different style with rectangle and different types of
arched panels (Hasan, P. 1984). In this time perfect geometric shapes in decoration have been applied in the
mosque decoration. The domes of Khan Muhammad Mirdha’s mosque have basal leaf, decorating in geometric
forms like diamond, triangular shapes and are crowned tall finials in step by step. Considerable experimentations
of three-dimensional application of geometry also took place in the transitional zone of the dome. Use of sharp
arch of brick was practiced at this time. Turrets can also be seen in the mosques from this time period (Khan and
Khan 1986).

Figure 10. Khan Muhammad Mirdha’s Mosque
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Hence, again in the Mughal mosque decoration, overseas influence and the traditional influence are used
combindly. Therefore, it can be said that, Mughal and Sultanate mosques of Bangladesh are the existing example
of blending of the foreign elements in to the taste of local concept and tradition. Furthermore it can also be said
that brick lend Bengal architecture a style which is distinctive because of finishes different from stone.
After the decline of the Mughals, mosques built within this period were mostly initiated and supported by locally
influential people. The period did not generate any specific innovative design characteristics.

Figure 11. Arch detail of Star Mosque (Tara Masjid)
One of the most ornate and attractive mosques built during the colonial period (the 19th century) is the Tara
Masjid of Armanitola, Dhaka. In early 20th century, the surface of the Aramanitola mosque was redecorated with
striking star pattern of Chinitikri work (Khan 1963), after which the mosque is named Star Mosque or Sitara
Masjid.
In modern times, architecture is going back to simplicity and avoiding excessive ornamentation & decoration,
which is the basis of modern influence. Nonetheless Artistic manifestation of Sultanate, Mughal, and Colonial
mosque shows that texture & diversity is an indigenous nature of Bengal.
3 Synthesis of Artistic Manifestation in Contemporary and Traditional Mosques
At the present time, professional architects are more concerned with the concept of form and space and the scale
of the structure, rather than surface ornamentation. Simultaneously, they are incorporating the traditional
influence with the modern practice.
Baitul Mukarram mosque (Figure 12) is the national mosque of Bangladesh. It is situated in Dhaka, the capital of
Bangladesh. The basic form of this mosque is large cube and it was modeled to that of the Ka’abah at Mecca.
Excessive ornamentation is avoided throughout the mosque, since minimizing ornamentation is typical of
modern architecture. Simultaneously some traditional features of Mughal Arched openings can be seen.

Figure 12. Baitul Mukarram mosque
Contemporary mosques are trying to bring the building down to human scale, instead of a monumental or
overwhelming exterior treatment. Chondrima Uddan Mosque (Figure 13) in Dhaka District is a good example of
such practices. Therefore, it can be said that architects are trying to explore the available resources and at the
same time consider the traditional and fundamental concepts of mosque architecture. Blending of Mughal and
contemporary styles can also be seen. Cantonment Central Mosque (Figure 15) is trying to create independent
model of the Mughals (Figure 14) with the contemporary technique of using material, dome and geometrical
decoration.
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Figure 13. Chondrima Uddan Mosque

Figure 14. Mughal Mosque

Figure 15. Cantonment Central Mosque

Masjid-e-Gausul Azam Complex, Mohakhali (Figure 16) is built with exposed bricks emphasizing indigenous
material of this region. However, in spite of focusing on the overall idea and concept and simplicity of forms, the
traditional arched opening is not compromised in the mosque. This mosque tried to create the pavilion character
of Bagerhat Sat Gombuj mosque (Figure 17).

Figure 16. Masjid-e-Gausul Azam Complex, Mohakhali

Figure 17. Bagerhat Sat Gombuj mosque

The Chandgaon mosque of Chittagong in Bangladesh (Figure 18) seeks to fulfill the traditional role, pointing to
the reflection of the contemporary time as well. There is purity of form, flow of space, play of light and shadow
but no ornamentation in the surface. Nevertheless, some textured grains can be seen in the wall of the mosque
which signifies the habitual intrinsic uniqueness of our tradition. In precedent mosques the construction of the
dome gave the scope for adornment (Figure 19). In this mosque the experimentation with the construction of
dome has been done to create an adornment of light in space. At this instant, texture has been created with light.
The construction technique of modern dome has given the opportunity to create ornamentation with light (Figure
20).

Figure 18. Chandgaon Mosque, Chittagong, Bangladesh
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Figure 19. Precedent Mosque Dome

Figure 20. Dome of Chandgaon Mosque

Figure 21. Mosque at Faydabad

Figure 22. Turrets of light

The mosque at Faydabad (Figure 21) is also built with exposed bricks emphasizing indigenous material of this
region. In this mosque at Faydabad overall formal expression, simplicity and perspective of space is highly
emphasized. Adornment of light is created in the space of corner turrets. Traditional corner turrets are now
transformed into the turret of light (Figure 22). A play of light and shadow can also be seen.
4 Conclusion
In precedent mosque architecture, texture is found most of the time in individual elements than overall formal
expression in perspective. Again in modern times, architecture is emphasizing overall formal expression in
perspective rather than ornamentation. However, in spite of focusing on the overall idea, concept and simplicity
of forms, the traditional ornamentation and texture is not compromised. Texture & diversity is an indigenous
nature of Bengal which is continuing into the future. Moreover, this traditional wisdom has increased the
possibilities for artistic expression. Our traditional wisdom is creating a strong base to move towards the future.
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